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PRESS RELEASE 

Chandigarh, November 29: The Chandigarh Carnival 2009 

“Chandigarh Rocking” concluded today with a stunning performance 

by KK the Bollywood singer in the mega musical nite, at Leisure 

Valley, Sector 10, Chandigarh. The chief guest of the evening was 

Pradip Mehra, Adviser to the Administrator, UT Chandigarh. 

On Sunday morning the Carnival began with the performances by the 

NZCC artists like Mayur dance of UP, Kalbelia of Rajasthan, Purlia 

Chau of West Bengal, Panthi of Chattisgarh and Kashmiri dance 

followed by special singing items by Punjabi artists like Sarbjeet 

Basin, Bittu Bajwa and another one by the Chandigarh Choir. It was 

an open opportunity for the amateur to explore their talent in 

singing at the Chandigarh Sangeet Natak Akadmey. The groups of 

folk dancers of various states invited the audience to be part of their 

performance adding more colour to the carnival. The echoes of 

dholki, bansuri, dhol, and traditional instruments infused an entirely 

different flavor in the air. 

The concluding day being a holiday, the children along with the 

parents thronged the Leisure Valley to spend their day enjoying 

rides and snacks. The tattoos making centre was a huge pull.  

The Chandigarth Sahitya Akademi held a literary quiz in which 

students from various colleges of Chandigarh participated. The first 

prize went to Panjab University, MCM DAV and GCG -42 bagged the 

second and third prize respectively and the consolation prize went to 



Dr Ambedkar Institute of Hotel Management, Chandigarh. The 

winners were awarded cash prize along with a camel ride. 

Chandigarh Lalit Kala Akademi had also organized a photography 

competition with the theme “Chandigarh Carnival”. The first prize 

was bagged by Harvinder Singh, second and third by Deepak Arora 

and Narenderjit respectively and consolation prize went to 

Abhimanyu Sharma. All the winners were felicitated with certificates 

and prizes. 

The pavillion that displayed Le Corbusier’s art in the form of 

souvenirs and memorabilia also attracted connosiuers. The other 

attraction of the carnival was the Budapest Exhibition put by 

Hungary exhibiting the stamps of the country. The EUNIC film 

Festival screened seven foreign films of different countries. The 

Museum and Art gallery in association with an NGO had special 

section on the Punjab digital Library which exhibited all digitalized 

hand manuscripts. 

An Outreach Activity Centre, an artist corner in the carnival village 

near an amusement park had special activities for the art lovers. 

“Demonstration of different techniques of paintings” by Ravinder 

Sharma, a city based artists, “Demonstration on paper sculpture” by 

Vishal Bhardwaj and Rajinder Kumar attracted many artists of 

different age groups. The photography exhibition arranged by Major 

Amarjeet Singh, depicted the cultural heritage and lifestyle of the 

land of five rivers Punjab. 

      To motivate all the exhibitors Chandigarh Administration gave 

the awards to the best three exhibitors in the carnival and also to 

ten best dressed competitors who had participated in the 

Chandigarh Parade with the theme “Sea Carnival”. The judges in the 



panel were Amandeep Kaur, Director Tourism; A.K Malhotra GM 

CITCO, Vinod Kalia, Deputy Director, Chandigarh tourism. With more 

than two lakh visitors, the carnival this year was a huge success.  

 


